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The Wind in the Willows - Wikipedia The Wind in the Willows is a children's novel by Kenneth Grahame, first published in 1908. Alternately slow-moving and
fast-paced, it focuses on four anthropomorphised animals in a pastoral version of Edwardian England. Wind | Department of Energy The United States is home to one
of the largest and fastest-growing wind markets in the world. To stay competitive in this sector, the Energy Department invests in wind research and development
projects, both on land and offshore, to advance technology innovations, create job opportunities and boost economic growth. The Wind in the Trees ( 10 Hours of
Natural White Noise ) Enjoy the white noise sounds of the wind blowing through the trees as recorded live on site in the woodlands of Pennsylvania. You'll also hear
the sounds of various birds, the occasional creaking of branches and falling leaves.

Wind Songs List â€“ Songs With Wind in the Title | My ... Wind can be in many forms like gusts and be blowing too. The wind has created many cliches like ride
like the wind and blowing in the wind. Wind is one of the four elements along with fire, water, and earth. We harness the word wind in a list of wind songs. Each
song has the word wind in the song title. In the wind - Idioms by The Free Dictionary Likely to occur, as in "He knew Gattis had guessed what was in the wind and
was pretty unhappy about it" (Clive Egleton, A Different Drummer, 1985).This metaphoric expression alludes to perceiving something being brought or blown by the
wind. Wind | Define Wind at Dictionary.com break wind, to expel gas from the stomach and bowels through the anus. how the wind blows / lies, what the tendency
or probability is: Try to find out how the wind blows. Also which way the wind blows. in the teeth of the wind, sailing directly into the wind; against the wind. Also
in the eye of the wind, in the wind's eye.

Wind | Definition of Wind by Merriam-Webster Wind definition is - a natural movement of air of any velocity; especially : the earth's air or the gas surrounding a
planet in natural motion horizontally. How to use wind in a sentence.
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